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Description
Can the Strongswan Android App add a notification tile that can toggle VPN on/off without further confirmation?

A notification tile is a function since Android Nougat that allows settings to be toggled like the attached screenshot.

Referring to the screenshot, there are toggle buttons on the top that will appear when swiping down from the top of the screen.

The tile API documentation can be found here:

Related issues:
Has duplicate Feature #2669: [Android] Add quick settings tile

Closed 22.05.2018

History
#1 - 22.05.2018 14:08 - Tobias Brunner
- Has duplicate Feature #2669: [Android] Add quick settings tile added

#2 - 21.06.2018 15:49 - Tobias Brunner
- Status changed from New to Closed
- Assignee set to Tobias Brunner
- Target version set to 5.7.0
- Resolution set to Fixed
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